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In the context of the four divisions of society , Minka were the dwellings of farmers, artisans,
and merchants i. This connotation no longer exists in the modern Japanese language, and any
traditional Japanese-style residence of appropriate age could be referred to as Minka. Minka are
characterized by their basic structure, their roof structure, and their roof shape. Minka
developed through history with distinctive styles emerging in the Edo period. The term minka
literally means houses of the people. It covers houses that accommodated a wide variety of
people from farmers to village headmen, merchants and low level samurai. Minka come in a
wide range of styles and sizes, largely as a result of differing geographic and climatic
conditions as well as the lifestyle of the inhabitants. The odachi style has rafters, crossbeams
and short vertical posts to support the ridge. Historically, these posts would have extended to
the ground resulting in a row of posts extending down the centre of the house and dividing it.
Although these could be accommodated in the layout of the main house, they were impractical
in the earth-floored entrance areaâ€”so they were omitted and a special beam structure used
instead. The sasu style is a simpler triangular shape with a pair of rafters joined at the top to
support the ridge pole. The ends of these rafters were sharpened to fit into mortice holes at
either end of crossbeam. There were two main methods for setting out the floor plan of the
minka. It was mainly used in minka in eastern Japan. The inakama method is based upon the
distance between centre of one post and centre of the post adjacent to it and it was mainly used
on the eastern side of Japan. The size, construction and decoration of a minka was dependent
upon its location, climate, and social status of its owner. Minka were influenced by local
building techniques and were built with materials that were abundant in the immediate locality.
For example, minka in Shizuoka used abundant bamboo for roofs, eaves, doors and floors.
When miscanthus reeds were difficult to obtain for thatched roofs, shingles were used instead;
in volcanic areas rushes or boards were used instead of clay for the walls. Climate had a
bearing on construction: In Kyoto in the late Heian and Muromachi periods, roofs were clad in
thin wooden shingles so owners would put stones on top to prevent the shingles from flying
away in the wind. The social status of the minka owner was indicated by the size and complexity
of the building. The udatsu inherited the function of a fire break, but initially it was a method of
establishing the extent of ownership in long terraces of row houses. During the evolution of
minka, the machiya townhouses gradually changed its construction away from perishable and
flammable materials to those of a more durable nature. Thatched roofs were replaced with tiles
and exposed timbers were covered up with layers of clay plastering. Minka owned by people of
a higher social status began to incorporate elements of the shoin style, particularly in living
rooms. The types of elements incorporated were limited by sumptuary laws to preserve strict
class distinctions. There are four types of roof shape that can be differentiated for minka. The
primary purpose of shaping minka roofs was to accommodate the extensive precipitation
experienced in many parts of Japan. A steeply peaked roof allows rain and snow to fall straight
off, preventing water from getting through the roof into the home and, to a lesser extent,
preventing the thatch from getting too wet and beginning to rot. At the peak and other places
where roof sections came together decorations were added. Thatched roofs would have
trimmed or transverse layers of straw, bamboo poles or planks of wood. The deep eaves of the
farmhouse roof helped to protect the interior from driving rain. They stop the sun from entering
the interior during the summer, and they allow the low rays of sun to warm the house during the
winter. In areas where there is heavy snow there may be a lowered earth-floored area outside
the veranda further protected by shutters which helps to stop snow from blowing inside. Above
the ash-filled hearth would hang a kettle suspended from the ceiling by an adjustable hearth
hook made of wood, metal and bamboo. The irori was the centre of communication for the
house where the family gathered to chat and eat, and it was a cozy place around which to sleep.
The social status of the owner of house governed the conventions of their social relationships
in the house. For example, the lowliest ranked people would sit on the earth floor whilst those
above them would sit on the hiroshiki and those above them on the tatami floored inner rooms.
A number of styles of farmhouses came to maturity during the Edo period; some typical
examples follow. Their name derives from the similarity of the roof shape to two hands in
prayer. They are frequently found in Gifu Prefecture. The gable end of the house is particularly
impressive with its composition of beams, eaves and braces. Minka are generally treated as
historic landmarks , and many have been designated for preservation by municipalities or the
national government. The tremendous regional variation of minka has also been preserved in
open-air museums such as Nihon Minka-en in Kawasaki , where examples from around Japan
are on display. The wooden structure was dismantled, shipped and re-assembled in Kew with
new walls and a thatched roof. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Japanese vernacular
house. For other uses, see Minka disambiguation. Retrieved Archived from the original on Kew
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wrong. Please refresh this page and try again. Spilled food, chemical spills, greasy equipment,
coffee stains, and muddy footwear are just a handful of things you need to worry about when it
comes to tarnishing your factory installed carpets. Protect your upholstery with a set of floor
mats and you'll be able to contain stains and spills while preserving the value of your vehicle.
There are several styles of floor mats and floor liners available in multiple colors and finishes,
such as: Custom Molded Floor Mats: Better known as floor liners, these are custom fit for your
vehicle. Custom-molded floor mats are usually made of a rubber or elastomeric material that
can even withstand harsh chemicals like oil and battery acid. Available in custom fit and
universal, there are over 20 models from which to choose. Carpet floor mats are perfect for
keeping your floors clean without having to sacrifice comfort. Cargo Liners: Anyone who has
ever had something break or spill open in their truck bed should know what a lifesaver cargo
liners can be. As the name implies, cargo liners slide into the cargo area of your car, van, SUV,
or CUV, keeping spills and stains off of your upholstery. Connection: Offline. Select year. Shop
Now. Various Other Colors. Team Logo. Vehicle Logo. Dash Designs. Lloyd Mats. Price Range.
Just trim it to fit it! Read More Product Information. An E-Gift card is the fastest way to send a
gift card amount immediately to your recipient's email address provided below. The recipient
will receive an email upon your order completion with the information you provided along with
an active gift card number for the amount chosen that they can use for future purchases on
WeatherTech. The research, design and thought that was put into the creation of this mat has
contributed to its sustained rank as being the highest-rated semi-universal floor mat â€”
particularly when it comes to affordability, dependability and practicality. It also stays flexible in
even the coldest of temperatures. The trim-to-fit shape helps deliver superior coverage for front
and rear driver and passenger floors. The Trim-to-Fit Mat is the first universal-style floor mat to
incorporate specifically designed driver and passenger mats. To ensure proper safety, the
Trim-to-Fit Mat features the patented TechGrip II retention device, as well as molded-in nibs for
a secure mat-to-floor interface. The combination of the high-quality materials and ideal floor
measurements, provided by the easy-to-use trim lines, ensure that this mat maintains the
desirable attributes expected of a WeatherTech product. Remember â€” before you place your
order, this is a trim-to-fit, universal-type floor mat. WeatherTech Direct, LLC warrants that our
products will be free from any defects in materials and workmanship for the life of the original
purchaser and only for the original vehicle they were installed in. That does not mean that a
product that simply and naturally wears out from normal use is a candidate for a warranty
replacement or a refund. Like tires, brake pads or the shoes on your feet, everything wears out
and when it does, that does not mean you did not receive good value for your money. We are
reasonable people and we believe in true customer satisfaction. We will work with you for a fair
resolution to any issue you may have. Fair is defined as being fair to both you the customer and
to WeatherTech. We do not charge extra for our products to our vast majority of customers so
we can accommodate ridiculous warranty claims by the few. Our decision is final and will
consist of either replacement of your product at no charge or charge you a prorated amount for
a replacement, meaning we may extend a discount to you to purchase an exact replacement.
Our goal is to keep our customers happy for a lifetime and always reach a fair resolution to any
issue. Proof of purchase is required. Exclusions to this warranty include wear due to severe
abrasive conditions, chemical contamination, such as spilled gasoline, bleach, vehicle
accidents, misuse, abuse, incorrect installation, incorrect use, etc. Continue Shopping. Share
Facebook Twitter Pintrest. Edit Vehicle. Vehicle Options: Edit Options. Please Note:. Step 2 Select your color Black Tan Grey. Message: characters remaining. Purchase more than one and
additional quantities ship for FREE. Sorry, this product is unavailable. Click HERE to sign up to
know when new products become available. Login to view price and order. Please Note, read.
Return to Videos tab Return to Videos tab. Return to Lifetime Limited Warranty tab Lifetime
Limited Warranty Lifetime Limited Warranty WeatherTech Direct, LLC warrants that our
products will be free from any defects in materials and workmanship for the life of the original
purchaser and only for the original vehicle they were installed in. Return to Intallation tab
Installation Installation Instructions. Return to Testimonials tab Reviews. What are the exact
dimensions? Your set will include both pieces, unless it is a single-piece design. Is the material
odorless? Does this product contain Latex? How do I remove the hanger? Removing the hanger
is as simple as pressing the tabs on each end of the hanger and removing the hook. For a
complete list of authorized resellers, please click here. While the weight of the mat will keep it

largely stationary, we do strongly recommend using TechGrip II for added security. How do I
trim these mats? Trim-To-Fit Floor Mats include trim lines on the on the mat that will guide you.
All-Weather Floor Mats are custom made to fit specific makes and models of vehicles. The
Trim-To-Fit Floor Mat is made to be a semi-universal product that allows customers to trim the
mat for the best possible fit for their vehicle. Am I able to purchase pieces individually, or is this
product only available in full sets? Trim-To-Fit Floor Mats are only available in 3-piece or 4-piece
sets depending on your preference. On-screen or ad color representations may appear slightly
different as a result of studio lighting, variance in monitor calibrations, or magazine print
quality. Will this product fade or discolor when exposed to UV? Back to Top. Related Products
for. View All Related Products. You are now leaving WeatherTech. An E-Gift card is the fastest
way to send a gift card amount immediately to your recipient's email address provided below.
The recipient will receive an email upon your order completion with the information you
provided along with an active gift card number for the amount chosen that they can use for
future purchases on WeatherTech. FloorLiners are laser measured to protect the front, back and
even up the sides of your vehicle's footwell. For ultimate strength and dependability,
FloorLiners feature high-density core materials and are engineered with advanced surfacing
that carries messes away from shoes and clothing. Read More. Vehicle Not Listed Above? View
our New Product Updates form. FloorLiner is not yet available for your Suzuki Samurai. In the
quest for the most advanced concept in floor protection, the talented designers and engineers
at WeatherTech have worked tirelessly to develop the most advanced floor protection available
today! The WeatherTech FloorLiner accurately and completely lines the interior carpet giving
"absolute interior protection"! Digital laser measurements of interior surfaces offer a
consistently perfect fit! A patented High-Density Tri-Extruded HDTE material allows for a rigid
core for strength while offering surface friction to the carpet, as well as tactile feel to the
surface! Advanced surfacing creates channels that carry fluids and debris to a lower reservoir
with further channeling to help minimize fluid movement while driving! Once fluids become
trapped in the reservoir, away from shoes and clothing, they are easily removed from the
WeatherTech FloorLiner over the door sill. No muss-no fuss! Our FloorLiners help protect
resale value too! Simply put, the cost of owning a vehicle is the difference between what you
pay for it and what you sell it for. There are many factors that influence resale value; miles,
exterior condition, maintenance history and of course interior condition. The FloorLiner is
designed for vehicles with factory carpet installed when manufactured. Please take your old
floor mats out before installing your new WeatherTech FloorLiner. Please note that the
on-screen color representations are not necessarily precise representations of actual product
colors due to variance in monitor calibrations. WeatherTech Direct, LLC warrants that our
products will be free from any defects in materials and workmanship for the life of the original
purchaser and only for the original vehicle they were installed in. That does not mean that a
product that simply and naturally wears out from normal use is a candidate for a warranty
replacement or a refund. Like tires, brake pads or the shoes on your feet, everything wears out
and when it does, that does not mean you did not receive good value for your money. We are
reasonable people and we believe in true customer satisfaction. We will work with you for a fair
resolution to any issue you may have. Fair is defined as being fair to both you the customer and
to WeatherTech. We do not charge extra for our products to our vast majority of customers so
we can accommodate ridiculous warranty claims by the few. Our decision is final and will
consist of either replacement of your product at no charge or charge you a prorated amount for
a replacement, meaning we may extend a discount to you to purchase an exact replacement.
Our goal is to keep our customers happy for a lifetime and always reach a fair resolution to any
issue. Proof of purchase is required. Exclusions to this warranty include wear due to severe
abrasive conditions, chemical contamination, such as spilled gasoline, bleach, vehicle
accidents, misuse, abuse, incorrect installation, incorrect use, etc. Continue Shopping. View
Accessible Videos. Share Facebook Twitter Pintrest. Vehicle: Suzuki Samurai. Part Number:.
Vehicle Options: Edit Options. Please Note:. Message: characters remaining. Purchase more
than one and additional quantities ship for FREE. Sorry, this product is unavailable. Click HERE
to sign up to know when new products become available. FREE shipping on all additional sets
of FloorLiner's for a 2nd, 3rd, etc vehicle when purchased at the same time. Login to view price
and order. Please Note, read. Select Year. Select Model. Rear FloorLiner. Return to Videos tab
Videos. Return to Lifetime Limited Warranty tab Lifetime Limited Warranty Lifetime Limited
Warranty WeatherTech Direct, LLC warrants that our products will be free from any defects in
materials and workmanship for the life of the original purchaser and only for the original vehicle
they were installed in. Return to Testimonials tab Reviews. Do I have to trim my FloorLiners?
Some vehicles have options i. In these instances, we incorporate trim lines to accommodate
those options affected. How should I clean my FloorLiners? However, mild detergent, warm

water, and a soft-bristle brush will also help clean the FloorLiner or All-Weather Floor mats. Do
not clean with harsh chemicals or apply silicone-based cleaners such as Armor All. Your set will
include both pieces, unless it is a single-piece design. Can I put the FloorLiners on top of or
under my factory mats? Failure to remove factory mats will result in an improper fit, which will
likely create interference with vehicle controls, resulting in an unsafe condition for operating the
vehicle. We strive to offer the most protection possible for the vehicle footwell. Some designs
allow for a one-piece, over-the-hump liner, and others present limitations that require a
two-piece design. The fitment notes and images on our website generally show whether the part
is a one-piece or two individual pieces. Is the material odorless? Does this product contain
Latex? The FloorLiner was first developed in , and our efforts have been dedicated to
developing applications for popular models from to current. How do I remove the FloorLiners
from my car? Some vehicles utilize posts, snaps, hooks-and-loops, as well as other retention
devices that require a degree twist to remove-and-install. Once identified, refer to the
instructions supplied with your FloorLiners or mats. The FloorLiners are only sold in pairs or
complete sets. If the vehicle is designed with a well-shaped floor space, the FloorLiner will rise
up to and along the door sill, but not cover it completely. FloorLiner HP is made from a flexible
rubber-type mat that drapes over the floor area and features standing walls that cover the front,
back and sides of the vehicle floor. The FloorLiners are a floor covering with standing walls that
go up the front, back, and sides of the vehicle floor. All three will protect the carpet and contain
spills; however, FloorLiner HP is truly the next generation of FloorLiner. We strive to offer as
much protection to the vehicle floor as possible. There are inherent limitations in the
manufacturing process that may limit the height of some walls on a specific application. BMW
uses a hook-and-loop system for retaining their carpet mat. It is typically mounted to a socket in
the floor by a degree twist. Rotate counter-clockwise and lift to remove. To reinstall, rotate
retention system clockwise with a downward push. When replacing the original system, please
retain the devices with your original carpet floor mats. The WeatherTech logo gel label detached
from my product. Can I get replacements? If for some reason the gel label s become detached,
please notify our customer service team and we will ship out replacement labels at no charge to
you. If there are designated trim lines, does that void my warranty if I use them? It does not,
some product variations require customers to trim their FloorLiners for the best possible fit. Are
WeatherTech FloorLiners stain-resistant? FloorLiners will resist staining, however routine
maintenan
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ce is recommended to prolong the life and integrity of the product. Will FloorLiners fit
handicap-accessible vehicles? Due to the high level of modification found in these vehicles we
can make no guarantees of the fitment of our parts in handicap-accessible vehicles. What does
the quantity QTY selector change? The Quantity selector on the website does not determine the
number of individual products to purchase, but rather the number of total product sets you will
receive upon purchase. To change your selected product set, simply select one of the images
under the "Select Your Set" heading in Step 1. This will allow you to purchase a full or partial
set depending on your selection. On-screen or ad color representations may appear slightly
different as a result of studio lighting, variance in monitor calibrations, or magazine print
quality. Will this product fade or discolor when exposed to UV? Back to Top. Related Products
for. View All Related Products. You are now leaving WeatherTech.

